Everyone has the power to create change in their community. Business owners. Parents. Students. Educators. Friends. Neighbors. YOU.

At Table Talk, we get the ball rolling. Here’s how it works.

**First, you talk.**
On Thursday, October 14, 2021, people across our community host or take part in group conversations of up to 10 people. These talks get the ideas flowing about all the different ways—big and small—each one of us can make Central Florida a better place.

**Then, we listen.**
Table Talk participants share their ideas with Central Florida Foundation via a short survey, and can apply for a microgrant to bring an idea to life. We review the ideas and select a few to support with microgrants.

**And then, some really cool things happen.**
When we gather together for candid conversation, we help and encourage others, create connections and build community. It doesn’t stop with Table Talk, but rather begins. And, since 2019, Table Talk participants have started podcasts, launched cooking classes demonstrating healthy meals on a budget, created support services for trauma survivors, provided supplies for pop-up concerts and more. Your idea could be next!

Table Talk sparks real change by real people.

Get involved in this grassroots effort. Host a table or join one. The conversation begins with you. Host a table to get your friends, neighbors and colleagues talking or join an existing conversation in our community.

Learn more and sign up today.